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On the equiconvergence of expansions by Riesz bases formed by 
eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger operator 
I. J 0 6 and V. KOMORNIK 
The equiconvergence theorems play an important role in the theory of expansions. 
One of the first results of this type was proved by A. HAAR [1] in 1910—11. Later 
on general equiconvergence theorems were proved for the self-adjoint Schrodinger 
operator. However, many problems of practical interest require the investigation 
of the non-selfadjoint case. Under general conditions there do not exist complete 
orthonormal systems of eigenfunctions. However, introducing the eigenfunctions 
of higher order (a notion similar to what is known from the Jordan theorem in linear 
algebra), the existence of a Riesz basis consisting of eigenfunctions of higher order 
was proved for such cases, too [4], [5], [6]. During the investigation of a non-classical 
heat transfer problem a concrete Riesz basis consisting of eigenfunctions of higher 
order with infinitely many eigenfunctions of order s 1 was found by A. A. SAMARSKII 
a n d N . I. IONKIN [12]. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove a general equiconvergence theorem 
with respect to Riesz bases, which extends the previous results for the case of discrete 
spectrum in several directions. Namely we consider a complex potential function 
from the class Llloe(G) where G is an arbitrary interval and the eigenvalues may be 
arbitrary complex numbers. This theorem was first obtained by the authors in-
dependently. The present proof is a synthesis which is based on a fruitful method 
of V. A. Il'in [11] and uses also some new ideas of the papers [7]—[10]. 
1. Bessel-systems of eigenfunctions 
Let G be an arbitrary open interval on the real line, q£L\0C(G) an arbitrary 
complex function and consider the formal Schrodinger operator Lu= —u"+qu. 
Given a complex number A, the function u:G-*C,u=0 is called an eigenfunction 
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of order — 1 of the operator L with the eigenvalue X. Furthermore, a function 
u: G—C, u&O is called an eigenfunction of order m (m=0 ,1 , . . . ) of the operator 
L with the eigenvalue X if u and its derivative u' are locally absolutely continuous 
on G and Lu=Xu—u* almost everywhere on G, where u* is an eigenfunction 
of order m—1 of the operator L with the same eigenvalue X. 
Let us introduce for any / > 0 the functions 
, . . sin at 
/1 (/*> 0 : = t — - j— , 
r* 
/¡(ji, t) := f m r t - ' - J " f . . . t ^ d H . - . d t ^ 0 = 2 ,3 , . . . ) 
0 P o o f 1 P 
and for any udL^G), p£C, x±t£G, / > 0 the functions 
g0(w, ¡i, x, t) := J — —q{0u{?>)dZ, 
0 ^ 0 0 P 
X f , , ^ ~ J X - ^ g ( 0 u ( 0 d ^ d i l . . . d t i (i = 1,2, . . . ) . » u 
L e m m a 1. Lei wm be an eigenfunction of order Sm of the operator L with 
the eigenvalue X=p? and put Uj_1:=XuJ—LuJ, j=0, 1, ...,m. Then 
m m 
(1) um(x+t)+um(x-t)-2um(x)coslit = 2fi<ji, t)um_i{x)+ 2Si(um-i,P,x, t) ¡=1 i=0 
whenever x±t£G, t>0. Moreover, putting v :=Imj t , the following estimates are 
valid: 
' t 
l / i f o 0"m-i(*)l = 
(2) 
^ „ - ¡ W c h v i l , 
sup | W m _ , . ( a c h v ( / - | x - i | ) | . 
M 
P roo f . We recall the generalized Titchmarsh formula of J06 [7]: 
• um(x+t)+um(x-t)-2um(x)cospt = 
= p ^ ^ t o r o ^ W + ^ W ] ^ 
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One can easily see that 
Combining (3) and (4) we obtain 
um(x+t)+um(x-t)-2um(x)cos fit = 
x-, V V 
+ f ^ [um-1(x+z)-hum^1(x-T)-2um_1(x)cos¡¿z]dz. 
<r 0 
Now the formula (1) can be proved by an easy induction on m. Indeed, for m = 0 
both formulas (3) and (5) coincide with (1). Assume (1) is true for m—1 instead 
of in. Then applying this formula in the last integral of (5), we obtain (1) for m. 
The estimates (2) follow immediately from the definition of ft and gt. The 
lemma is proved. 
Let us now given a system (K,)CL!(6) of eigenfunctions of the operator L. 
Let Xk (resp. ok) denote the eigenvalue (resp., the order) of uk and assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(6) SUpOfc 
(7) in case ok 0, lkuk—Luk = uk_t, 
(8) (uk) is a Bessel system, i.e., for any w£L2(G), 2\(uk, w) | 2SC 0Mf,, ( G ) where k 
C0 is a constant independent of w. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Given any compact interval KczG, there exists an R>0 with 
s u p 2 (II k J L - W ch (R I m VX))2 < 
We need some preliminary lemmas. For brevity, let us denote by pk a square root 
of Ak for which Re and put Qk:—Rep.k, vk:=lmpk. We shall repeatedly 
deal with compact intervals K=[a, b] having the property 
(9) KR := [a-R, b+R] c G for R:=(b-a)/4, 
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We introduce in this case the functions d, vk: KR—C defined by 
¿ t f ) : = m i n ( 6 + * ) - £ } , vk(0:= uk(0ch(vkd(0). 
L e m m a 2. Given any compact interval K=[a, b] having property (9), 
(10) lklk-<K„) s [3 + o(1)] R~0-81|i>Jr,t(K)+0(1) J l k - M i O (Kl 
uniformly in k. 
P r o o f . Using the inequalities |sh(Imz)|=s|cosz| (z£C), R^d(x)^3R (x€K), 
and applying Lemma 1 for any x£K with t:—d(x), we get 
K(x) | =5 |0.5cthv4/ | |2H t(*)cos/i ti | S 
S[0 .5+o( l ) ]{ |« i 4 (*-0 | + k ( * + O I + 
+ ^ Iftkl"'"1 B?IILHKn)IIft-illL~<K«) + ¿ k l - ^ k - i t o l H i=0 i=l 
[ 0 . 5 + 0 ( 1 ) ] { 2 1 | u j ¿ - ( k ^ x k ) + ( c h v f c i ? ) 1 | u f c | | L " ( g ) + 0 ( 1 ) 2 l k _ , | | z . - ( K H ) } S 
1 = 0 
s [1+0(1)] 1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ ^ + 0 ( 1 ) 2ll^-i lU~ ( K R) . 
1 = 0 
This is obviously true for all x£KR\K, too, therefore 
(11) KIIl-<Kji) 3 [l + o(l)] K | k - ( K H \ K ) + o ( l ) 2 K - i l U - v , ) . ¡=0 
Now for any a—RSx^a and R^t^lR, we apply Lemma 1 with x+t instead 
of x, and multiply by ch vkd(x), to derive 
K(x) | S | r , ( x + 2 0 | + 2 1 ^ ( ^ + 0 1 + 0 ( 1 ) Jll^-illL-dr«). 
i=0 
2R 
Applying the transformation R-1 J • dt and using in the first two integrals of the 
R 
right side the Holder inequality, we have 
i ^ t o i 3*-° - 6 ikn t , ( K ) +o( i ) ¿ k K_ ; i i L - ( K H ) . ¡=0 
This is true analogously for all b ^ x s b + R , too, therefore 
KIIL-(KR\JO - 3R-^\\vk\\LKK)+o(l) ¿IK-ILL *.-<*„)• i=0 
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Substituting this into the right side of (11), we obtain 
w ™ . ) ^ [3+o( i ) ] i ? - 0 - 5 | kU L S ( K ) + o ( i ) Z l k - i l l z . - ^ ) , ¡ =0 
whence 
(12) M l L - d , ) ^ [3 + 0 ( 1 ) ] H o i t l l № , + o(l) 2 H - i \ \ L ~ ( K R ) . 
1 = 1 
Now we prove (10) by induction on ok. For ok= — 1 (10) is trivial because vk=0. 
Suppose (10) is true for ok~zm (msO). Then it is true also for ok=m. Indeed, 
us'nq (12) and the induction hypothesis, 
ML~(K«) S [3 + o(l)]i? -0-5 || »J !»(£) + 
+0(1) ¿ { P + o a w ^ - ^ i k - i i i L - m + o i D 
i=i 7=1 
= [3 + o(1)]R~051|ujL!(K>+o(1) ZH-iWviK) 
i=l 
(in the last step we used that ok-~ok—i). The lemma is proved. 
L e m m a 3. Each point of G has a neighbourhood K having property (9) 
such that 
(13) sup 2 (\\uk\\L-(K)ch0.5vkR)"^0(l) (*--)• /«=»0 |(i-e>c|Sl 
KlsB 
Proof . Putting for brevity 
(14) /„ = I^B) := {k: \p-Qk\ s i , Qk s B\vk\, |vt| s B}, 
it suffices to show in view of (6) that to any m£{—1,0, 1, ...}, each point y€G 
has a neighbourhood Xy: m with property (9) such that 
(15) s u p 2 (II«»IIl-(k, M )C H 0 - 5 VFC^,m) 2 = OQ) ( 5 — ) . 
<RKSM 
This is obvious for m = — 1: each point of G has a neighbourhood having property 
(9). Let now mSO and assume (15) is true for m—1. Let now K=Kym b e a n 
arbitrary compact subinterval of ATy>m_j which is 6 times shorter than Ky>m-1 
and contains y. It follows then from the inductive hypothesis that 
(16) sup 2 K I I W ) = 0(1) ( 5 — ) . 
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Indeed, for any k, 
II ^IIL'(K) (II UJ| L-(Jt) ch 3v* R) (4R)™ = 
= (4/?)°-s||h*||L-"(K)ch(P.5vkRs,m_1) (4R)° s | | u k m _ 0 ch(0 .5 v t R y ^ ) . 
Let us now fix /¿>0 and x£K arbitrarily and introduce the function u>: G—R: 
(cos fit if \t\^d(x), 
otherwise. 
w {C O S ) 0 
In the sequel we shall consider always and the estimates o, O (B—°°) will be 
uniform in /¿>0 , x£K and k^I^. Obviously, 
(17) ||w||i,(G) = O(l). 
For any multiplying (1) by cos fit and integrating by t from 0 to d(x), 
we obtain 
d(x) 
(18) J 2 cos fit cos fikt dt • uk(x) = (uk, w)— 
o 




J 2 cos fit cos fiktdt = 
sin ifi - fik) d (x) + sin (fi+fik) d (x) 
V+Vk 
using 6k=0, d(x)^R, the definition (14) of /„ and the inequalities | s h l m z | s 











ch vkd(x) 1 / vg _ chvkd(x) 
' V D2..2 I „2 I.. I B^l+vl 
ch vkd(x) | J 2 cos fit cos fik t dt\ s [1 ~ o (1)] p| 
(18), (19), (2) and (14) imply 







— 0(1) w) |+o( l ) +0(1) Z K - i l U - V , ) . L-(Jf„) £=1 
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Applying (10), we obtain 
Vk(x) 
v* 
^0(l)\(uk,w)\ + o(l) "k +0(1) ZK-illwo-
L'(.K) 1=1 
Summing up the square of this inequality for an arbitrary finite index set /c= 
a {&€/,,: then applying (17) and the Bessel inequality (8) to the first sum on 
the right side, we obtain 
kil 
vk(x) S 0 ( 1 ) + 0 ( 1 ) 2 ka 
+0(1) 2 ^ K - i i l i ' o o = 
MK) KIL 1=1 
i O ( D + 0 ( D 2 
k£I 
+0(1) 2 iKIIi'uo — o(i)+o(i) 2 




(we used (16) in the last step), whence, integrating by x on K, we get 










^ 0( 1). 
= O(i). 
LHK) 
Using (10) and (16) again, we see that 
2 
k€/ M 
^ o ( i ) 2 Vk +0(1) 2 IMW> -
LHK) fft-<m 
o ( i ) + o ( i ) 2 № ( j o = 0 ( i ) , 
and hence (15) follows with K=Ky m because for any k, 
II "jklli-iK)ch (0-5 vkR) S H ^ I I ^ - ^ M - S R-i 
The lemma is proved. 
L-(KR) 
L e m m a 4. Each point of G has a neighbourhood K having property (9) such 
that for any fixed J3>0, 
(27) 2 ( I l « i k l l r w c h 0 . 5 v 4 * ) » = 0 ( l ) ( C - ~ ) . eitSB|vk| 
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Proof . Setting 
(21) J = J(C) := {k: gk ^ B \vk\, |v4| s C}, 
it suffices to show in view of (6) that for any m€ {—1, 0, ...} and j>£G, there exists 
a neighbourhood Kym of y having property (9) such that 
(22) 2 ( I I " t i l m ) 0 . 5 v t R m)2 = 0( 1) (C — ) . 
kiJ 
"fcSm 
This is obvious for m=— 1. Assume m^O and (22) is true for m—1. Let K=Kym 
be an arbitrary compact subinterval of m-1 containing y which is at least 
6 times shorter than K y m _ 1 and which satisfies the following condition: 
(23) 81(m + 2) JR2 |^ | | i1 ( J C R )<8-1 . 
As in the preceding lemma, we have 
(24) 2 I k l l W ) = 0(1) (C — ex.). 
W (x+t) := 
Let us fix x£K arbitrarily and define w:G—R by 
[1 if \t\^d(x), 
otherwise. 
In the following considerations the estimates o, O will be uniform in x£K and 
k£J (C-°° ) . Obviously, 
(25) Mlia<o = O(l). 
For any k£J,okSm, integrating (1) by t from 0 to d(x), we get 
. d(x) 
f 2 cos nkt dt uk(x) = (uk, w ) -
(26) 
d(x) 
~ 2 f fi(Vk> 0 dt «*- , (*)- 2 gi(uk-i, Uk, X, t) dt. s i ^ : a 
Here, by the inequality d(x)^R, 
d(x) 
|J 2cos¡iktdt\ = 
o 
and therefore (26), (2), and (21) imply 
vk(x) 
sin fik d (x) shv td(x) = [ l - o ( l ) ] chv trf(x) 
k l ' 
[1-0(1)1 
Uk I<W*. W>| + 3/8II gBiHKji 
¡=i 
+ 
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(we used that d(x)^3R), whence in view of (10), 
Hk 
g 0(1)1(1/*, w>|+[9+0(1)1 li0-«II?«!**„) 





— 0(1) w>|2 + 
+(2+0*) [81+o (1)] J? || # || fr(KR) + 0 ( i ) 2 1 1 ^ - f c ) -
LHK) 1=1 
+0(i)2lk-«IIW> LHK) ¡=1 
(we used (23) and o k^m). Summing up this inequality for an arbitrary finite index 
set Ic{k,£J; ok^m}, then applying (8) and (25) on the right side, and finally in-
tegrating by x on K (the length of which is 4R), we obtain 
2 S 0 ( l ) + [ 0 . 5 + o ( l ) ] 2 + o ( i ) 2 W W LHK) kiJ 
Hence, using (24) and the choice of /, we have 
= 0(1), 2 kiJ Pk LHK) 




LHK) = 0(1). 
Now the proof can be finished exactly as in the preceeding lemma, using (24) instead 
of (16). The lemma is proved. 
L e m m a 5. Given any compact interval K=[a,b]c:G and any number £>=-0, 
we have 
(27) sup 2 Klli-(K) 
H>0 |/x-ik|Sl KlsD 
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Proo f . Putting 7M:= {k: \ n ~ w e will show by induction 
on m that 
(28) sup 2 IM£«(K> < ~ (m = - 1 , 0, ...). 
iî O *€/„ ak — m 
Hence (27) will follow in view of (6) because by a result of Joô [7] there exists 
a constant Cm>D such that 
(29) IMz.-(K) — Cm<D\\uk\\LriK) whenewer o* m and \vk\ 7). 
(28) is true for m = — 1. Let now mgO and assume (28) is true for m—1, i.e., 
(30) sup 2 
/»=>0 *€/„ 
In the following arguments the estimates O, o (J?—0) will be uniform in /¿>0, 
ke/„, and xCK 
For any / i>0 and define w: G—R by 
2cos/i(y—x)—0.5 if x ^ ^ x+R, 
- 0 . 5 if x+R^ y^x+2R, 
0 otherwise. 
Obviously, 
(31) INi.(G) = 0(1) (R — 0). 
Applying (1) for any k^Ip, ok^m with 0 ^ / a ) and with x+t 
instead of x, we obtain that 
uk(x) = 2uk(x+t)cos fit—uk(x+2t)+2uk(x+t)[cos nkt—cos (it] + 
+ Zf i iVk, 0 " * - i ( * + 0 + 2 gi(uk-i,Hk,x+t, t); i=l ¡=o 
integrating by t from 0 to R, we see that 
R 
Ruk (x) = (uk,w)+ J 2uk(x+1) [cos nk t - cos fit] dt+ 
o 
+ 2 f fi(Vk,t)uk-i(.x+t)dt+ 2 f g,(uk^,nk,x+t,t)dt. i=lo i=00 
Taking into account that ¿¿£R and \fi—fik\^D+l, we get 
| cos f i k t -cos /i/| = 0 ( 0 (f — 0). 
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Furthermore using instead of (2) the estimates 
«*-«(*)! = 0 ( i " ) k - i ( * ) l ( ' - 0), 
lfc(«*-i. A , 01 = (t - 0), 
which follow from |v t|sZ> and from the definition of ft, g{, we obtain that 
R k(x)| S \(uk, w)\+0(R2) || wt||L-(X)+ 
+ 20(R2,+1) II ZO(R^) II«jk-^i-tJC) S 
<=i ¡=i 
s |<«4, w ) | + o ( R 2 ) | | w j L - ( K ) + o ( l ) ZW^-iL-m (R - 0), 
£ = 1 
yielding 
* 2 M * ) I 2 s 0(1) \(uk, w)\*+o(R*) ||«t||£-(K) + 0 ( l ) Z l K - i l l i - w (R - 0) ¡=1 
and in view of (29), 
^ | U i W | ! ! S 0 ( l ) K « t , w ) | 2 + o(i i2) | |« J | | |S ( K )+O(l) 2 llu*-illl«(K) ¡=1 
Summing up this inequality for any finite set l a {kdl^: ok^m), and applying 
(8), (31) and (30), we have 
By a similar argument, this inequality is true for all 2~1(a+b)^x^b, too. Thus, 
integrating by x on K we get that 
2 * 2 K l l i w ^ 0 ( i ) + o ( * 2 ) ZIM!«<K)> kil k£I 
2Wuk\\lHK) = 0(R~2) ktl 
and / c {k£I„: o k ^m} being arbitrary, 
Z K l l i w = 0 ( * " 2 ) 
kit» ffk —m 
Hence (28) follows and the lemma is proved. 
Now we can prove the proposition formulated after Lemma 1. Given a point 
y£G arbitrarily, there exists by Lemma 3 a neighbourhood Kx of y and two 
numbers Rt, B>-0 with 
(33) sup 2 ( K l l r w c h v ^ ) 2 ^ . 
M=»o |ix-eJsi 
eksB|vk| • - ' ¡VJsb 
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Fixing B, there exists by Lemma 4 another neighbourhood Кг of у and two 
numbers i ? 2 , C > 0 such that 
(34) 2 ( . Ы ь - ^ с Ь У М * ^ - . 
BkSB |»k| 
| v t | s c 
Finally, for 
(35) К := R:= min {Rx, Л2} and D := max {В, C), 
it follows from Lemma 5 that 
(36) sup 2 (KIU-<iochv t*)*<«>. n>0 l/i-ejsi |vk|SB • 
(33)—(36) imply 
sup 2 (llu*IU"Wch < °°> 
i.e., each point y£G has a neighbourhood Ky such that for some Ry>0, 
(37) sup 2 (KI!L~(Kjl)Ch v k ^ ) 2 < » . 
о | ( l—e k |S l 
Hence the proposition follows by an elementary compactness argument. Indeed, 
given any compact interval KaG, it can be covered by a finite system {Ky~. 
i = 1,2, . . . , N} of intervals having property (37) with some ^ ¡>0 , i = 1, ..., N. 
Setting R:= min {R^, ..., RN}, we have obviously 
sup 2 (II "*IUw ch vkR)°- «», 
completing the proof of Proposition 1. 
2. An equiconvergence theorem 
Let G be an arbitrary open interval on the real line, q, q£L[0C(G) arbitrary 
complex functions. Let (uk) (resp. (ukj) be a Riesz basis in L2(G) consisting of 
eigenfunctions of the operator Lu = —u"+qu (resp. Lu = —u"+qu) and having 
the following properties: 
(38) sup ok < sup ok < oo, 
f39) in case ok > 0 (resp. ok > 0) 
Xkuk-Luk = uk_! (resp. lkuk-luk = uk_J. 
where ).k and ok (resp. lk and ok) are the eigenvalue and the order of uk (resp. uk). 
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Now let us introduce some notations: 
(40) 
W,x):= 2 </. i>k)Uk(x) (fZL*{G), x€G, 0> 
where (vk) (resp. (0t)) is the dual system of (uk) (resp. (wk)), i.e., (vk), (tik)aL2(G) 
and (vk,Uj)=(Qk,Uj)=dk]. The following result holds: 
Theorem. Given any compact interval KaG, for all f£L2(G) 
(41) lim sup |<x„ ( f , x) - &M (/ , *)| = 0. 
For f£L2(G),p>0 and x±R£G, define 
(42) S^f x) = S,(f x, R) /* f(y)dy. 
The theorem will follow obviously from the following assertion: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Given any compact interval KaG, for any sufficiently 
small R> 0, and for all f€L2(G), we have 
(43) lim sup | S„ ( / , x) - <r„ (/, x) | = 0. 
fl — 
Indeed, an analogous result holds for £„(/ , x), too, and it remains only to 
apply the triangle inequality. 
For the sake of brevity, from now on we shall denote by pk a square root of 
A* with Re / 4 ^ 0 andweset gk:=Re pk, vk:=Im pk. For the proof of Proposition 2 
we shall need two preliminary lemmas. 
L e m m a 6. Given any R>-0, there exists a constant C=C(R) such that with 
the notation 
1 if 




2 r smptcospkt r r n dt~S(n, gk) 71 y t 
for any /¿>0 and k, we have 
* sin pt cos pk 
' J o 
Proof . We recall that 
(46) f ^ ± d t = 2 - K o 
24 
ch vkR 
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and 
(47) f ^ l d t 6(1 +X)- 1 for all Х Ё О 
((47) can be seen by integrating by parts). Setting for brevity ek=6 and 
we can write 
R s i n f i tcos f i k t w«) f * " dt = 
о t 
= (2/л) f (cos Qt ch v/—¿ sin Qt sh vt) dt = 
о 1 
..„. ... . smutcosot , s r sin fit cos Qt . 
(48) =(2/тг) f - ¿ / - ( 2 / T t ) / — -dt+ 
О 1 R 
ч r • ch (vi) — 1 . ч Л . . sh (vt) . + (2/я) J sm fit cos gt dt — (2ijn) J sin fit sm Qt——dt = 
о . * о * 
= h + It + h + h. 
Here, by (46), 
j _ я _ ! r sin(fi+Q)t+sm(fi-Q)t d t = 
J 1 
(49) = n - 1 ( s g n 0 i + e ) + s g n 0 i - e ) ) / ^ - d t = S(fi,\e\) 
о 
and 
_ Г sm(jj. + e)t+sm(n-g)t = 
i * 
= + f dt + sgn(fi-Q) f - ^ - л ) , 
V |д+в|к Ы-elR 1 ' 
whence, in view of (47), 
(50) |/2 | 3= Л-1 ( 1 + | Д е | Л + 1 + | Д в | Л ) ^ 1 + | Д е | R -
Considering now the quantities /3 , /4 , we obviously have 
(51) |/ , | ^ (2/л) / f i i M z l d t ^ (2/я) (ch v i? -1) 
о7 ' 
and 
(52) |/4 | =1 (2/я) f s h ( m d t g.(2ft t)shv* У t 
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On the other hand, in case f i ^ g we can write 
I3 = n - 1 / (sin (ji + g) t + sin (ji - Q) t) chv* 1 di= 
o ' 
- cos (jt+ e) t — cos (p.—e) iY ch vt—11* Ï ch v/—11 
)—r~J0 - + — " " - — : + fi + Q H-Q 
cos( / i+e) i cos(/x—g)t \ ( ch.v/— 1. 
H + Q 
, sh vt 
and 
h = 07^) / (cos(jx + Q)t-cos(n-e)t)—j—dt = 
/ch vt — 1V ( sh vt y 
Hence, taking into account that the functions —: — , do not change 
sign, we obtain that t t ' 
2 (chviî—1 I c h v i - l V , I) 4chvtf 
- ^ { - n - + \ f i — r - } dt\l = 
, T , • 2 ( sh viî I I r (shvt\ IV 4 |sh vl?| 




Now the lemma follows from the relations (48)—(54). 
L e m m a 7. Given any 0, there exist constants C—C^K) such that for 
the functions f , gt of Lemma 1, 
R 
(55) / f t f a t) •dfSClch(RImn)(l + \n\)-'- (/i€C, i = 1,2, . . . ) ; 






gi(u, fi,'x, t) 
dt S Q || * + * ) l l « I U ~ ( x - J { . x + « ) X 
Xch(RIm/ i ) ( r+ | i i | )_ , _ 1 = 2, ...), 
gQ(u, fi, x, t) di S C0 ||9llL»(*-R.*+«)l|flU~(x-«,x+R) x 
Xch (R Im n) ( r+ In (1 + M)) (1 + H) _ 1 -
24* 
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Proo f . Using the inequalities 
sin z =§2ch(Imz), |sin z\ ch (Im z) (z€ C), 
chach j?=5ch(a+0) , min {a, 0} ^ 1 + a ( a , / J > 0 ) , 
1 + 1//? 
and the notations. 
v:= Im/i, Af:= ||9||I.,(x_Jt,x+J,)||Mi|L«(x_J!,x+j0 
we see from the definition of / , , g, that 
L/i{ft, 01 S f 'chvimin {2/, |l//i|}' si / ' ( 1+20 ' ch v/(1 +|jt |) 
|g i(u, n, x, 01 r' ch v/min {2t, \l/fi\}i+1M s= 
S i ' ( l + 2 0 ' + 1 ch vt (1 + l/zD-'-W. 
Hence (55), (56) and the case R^\l/(i\ of (57) follows at once: 
f i f a 0 / 
/ gt(u, n, x, Q t 
dt sS /5/2'-1 (1+2^)*' ch (1 + | ~ 
dt =S +2i?) i + 1 ch vi?(l + |/i|)""i_1M (i = 1, 2, . . .) , 
/ g0(i/, fi, x, 0 dig J t~1chvt2tMdt^ 
=§ 2f lMch vi? S 2M(tf+1) ch vR (1 + l/il)"1. 
In view of this last estimate, for the case /?> |l//x| it remains to remark that 
R 
f g0(u,n,x,t) dts f /-1(l + 20chv/(l + |/i|)_1Mi//^ 
M 
^ (In jR-ln \\ln\)(1+2R)ch vtf (1 + l/il)"1 M = 
. = (1 +2/?) Mch vR (In .K+ln |/i|) (1 + l/il)"1, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Let us now turn to the proof of Proposition 2. Since (uk)cL2(G) is a Riesz 
basis and (vk)czL?(G) is the dual system of (uk), there exists a constant C0 such 
that for all / , w£L2(G), 





( f ^ ) = 2 ( J , Vk)(uk,w). k 
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Given a compact interval K=[a,b]<zG arbitrarily, we can fix by Proposition 1 
an i ?>0 such that KR:=[a-R, b+R]czG and 
(61) sup 2 (II "til L°°(Kr) ch vkR)2 < A /is-o l/i-e^si 
Applying Lemmas 6, 7 and using ||^||z.i(/t ) < 0 ° and (38), we can fix a constant 
C=C(R) such that 
(62) 
( 6 3 ) 
( 6 4 ) 
2 £ siantcos/ikt 
-J t dt — S(ji, gk) 
/
sinlit - , 
Tit 
f smut . . , 
J -rr-Si{uk-i,iik,x,t)dt 
sCchvkR(2+\p-Qk\)-\ 
S . C c h v j J l d + lAiJ)-1, , 
S C || «k_i|lz.—(KR> ch vfci?(l +|/^|)_3/1 
for all k, ;ti=»0 and i = l, 2 , . . . , ok in (63), i = 0 , 1 , ..., ok in (64). 
Fixing x£K and /¿>0 arbitrarily, define w:G—R by 
w ( x + 0 := 
sin Lit . . . . 
- S T , f 1/1 
0 otherwise. 
Then, for any feLs(G), (42) and (60) imply that 
(65) W > * ) = 2 </>»*><"*>»>• 
it 
Applying Lemma 1 with w : = s u p o t ( < » ) and using (40), (62)—(65), we obtain 
the inequality 
I W> x)-(T„(f, *)| S 2-1 2 \<f> °k) «4(*)| + 
. « » = / « 
+ 2\<f."*)«t(x)\C<bvkR{2+\il-ek\)-*+ k 
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Using for each sum the Cauchy—Schwarz inequality, (50) and o k ^m, we get that 
IS„( f , x)-a,(/, x)\ S / Q | | / | | t , ( C ) { 2 - i ( 2 KWI 2 ) 1 / 2 + 
+ C ( 2 c h vkR)* ( 2 + \ ^ 6 k \ y y i * + 
k 
. +mC(Z{uk(x)chvkRf(\ + \fik\)-J'2 + k 
+ m C ( 2 II "J !.-(*«) ch vkRY (1 +1^|)-3/2)1/2}. k 
Applying to these expressions the estimate (52), we have 
2 k ( * ) l 2 < A, 
ek=n 
Z(uk (*) ch vkR)2 (2+j// — Qk I) - 2 ^ k 
S + 2 (uk(x)chvkR)*s2A Zj-*, ¡=0 ¡SCfc î+l ]= 1 
2 ( « * ( * ) c h v t « ) 2 (1 + Ifttl)-2 £ k 
^ 2 (1 + 0 - 2 2 («*(*) ch v t * ) 2 ^ A z r \ 
and similarly 
Z (II «*lli-№0 V,/?)2 (1 + k | ) - 3 / 2 S ^ ¿ r 3 / a . 
* J=i....... 
Therefore there exists a constant Z)>0 such that 
(66) sup sup | S , ( f , x ) - e , ( f , *)| ^D.\\f\\LHGi for all f£L\G). 
xiK 
Given now /£L2(G) and s > 0 arbitrarily, let us choose a finite linear combina-
n 
tion P:= 2 ckuk with 
*=i 
(67) | | / - P | | t S ( G ) < e / 2 Z ) . 
P being continuously dififerentiablei it is well known [3] that 
lim sup ^„(P, x ) - P ( x ) | = 0. 
Thus we can fix iV> 0 so that 
(68) sup |SM(P, x ) - P ( x ) | < e/2 ; whenever /t > JV. 
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Let now ¿¿>max {N, Q1, ..., <?„} be arbitrary; then a^P, x) = P(x) and therefore 
(66)—(68) imply that 
sup |S„(/, x)-<?„(/, x)\ 3 sup | $„ ( / - /> , x)-all(f-P, x)| + 
xiK x£K 
+ sup\Sll(P,x)-P(x)\^D^- + 8/2 = e; 
xiK ¿V 
this finishes the proof of Proposition 2 and also that of the Theorem. 
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